Transition between 1D and 0D spin transport studied by Hanle precession
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The precession of electron spins in a perpendicular magnetic field, the so called Hanle effect, provides an unique insight into spin properties of a non-magnetic material. In practice, the spin signal
is fitted to the analytic solution of the spin Bloch equation, which accounts for diffusion, relaxation
and precession effects on spin. The analytic formula, however, is derived for an infinite length of
the 1D spin channel. This is usually not satisfied in the real devices. The finite size of the channel
length ldev leads to confinement of spins and increase of spin accumulation. Moreover, reflection
of spins from the channel ends leads to spin interference, altering the characteristic precession lineshape. In this work we study the influence of finite ldev on the Hanle lineshape and show when it
can lead to a two-fold discrepancy in the extracted spin coefficients. We propose the extension of
the Hanle analytic formula to include the geometrical aspects of the real device and get an excellent agreement with a finite-element model of spin precession, where this geometry is explicitly set.
We also demonstrate that in the limit of a channel length shorter than the spin relaxation length
λs , the spin diffusion is negligible and a 0D spin transport description, with Lorentzian precession
dependence applies. We provide a universal criterion for which transport description, 0D or 1D, to
apply depending on the ratio ldev /λs and the corresponding accuracy of such a choice.
PACS numbers: 72.25.-b, 85.75.-d, 68.43.-h

I.

INTRODUCTION

Spintronic devices require in addition to efficient
spin injection and detection components also a good
spin transmitting material, with minimal loss of spin
information1 . The proper extraction of spin properties in a particular material: spin relaxation time τs ,
spin diffusion
coefficient Ds and spin relaxation length
√
λs = τs Ds , is essential for understanding of spin dephasing mechanisms and for improving the spin performance of materials. So far the most promising materials
for electronic spin guide are: Silicon2 with λs ' 0.5 µm
and graphene with λs ' 5 µm at room temperature3 .
Spin properties are mostly characterized by the electronic transport in a lateral spin valve structure, which is
a device with ferromagnetic injector and detector separated by the nonmagnetic material of interest2–7 . Hanle
effect, especially in four-terminal nonlocal geometry is
considered the most reliable way for determining spin
coefficients8,9 . Firstly, it enables the spin signal to be
separated from a spurious background and, secondly, it
allows τs and Ds to be independently extracted . Although very powerful, the fitting of the Hanle measurements requires much care. Effects of invasive contacts on
Hanle signal are discussed in Ref. 10. An influence of the
finite device geometry has so far been discussed only in
its relation to the amplitude of the spin accumulation5,11
ignoring the effects on the Hanle signal. However the geometrical confinement leads to interference effects due to
reflection of spins from the channel ends, which modifies
the lineshape of the Hanle signal critical for extracting
τs and Ds .
Here we address the spin confinement effects, in particular the compatibility of the standard analytic Hanle for-

mula, derived for infinite channel length, with the signal
obtained in devices of finite length ldev . This situation
is common when dealing with micromechanically cleaved
graphene3,6 . We determine how the finite length of the
spin channel alters the Hanle precession lineshape and
the spin coefficients extracted when fitting with a standard analytic solution. We establish the length scale at
which the device size is important and propose an analytic extension of the Hanle formula to include the multiple reflections of spins from the channel ends. We verify
our analytic model with a finite-element numerical model
of spin precession, where the device geometry is explicitly
defined. Our analytic model can be easily adapted to any
lateral device geometry. We also indicate when the confinement of the spins results in a transition from 1D to 0D
spin transport description with a simple Lorentzian-type
of Hanle. Our work concludes with instructions on how
to account for the finite geometry effects in the Hanle fitting procedure. We show that the role of geometry scales
universally with λs . The presented description can be applied to any channel material like non-magnetic metals
or semiconductors, including graphene.

II.

HANLE EFFECT IN AN INFINITE
CHANNEL

Spin transport through a non-magnetic material can
be successfully modeled by distinguishing two spin
channels12 - one for majority and one for minority spins
- and by introducing the spin accumulation µs = (µ↑ −
µ↓ )/2, which is the difference between the electrochemical potential for each spin channel. We focus the analysis on non-local spin transport, where the current flows
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µs
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+ ωL × µs = 0
τs
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which includes spin diffusion: the term with Ds , spin
relaxation: the term with τs , and spin precession: the
term with Larmor frequency ωL = gµ~B B , where g = 2
is the gyromagnetic factor of the spin carrier and µB
is the electron Bohr magneton. To solve this equation
one sets the boundary condition of an infinite channel:
µs → 0 for d → ∞, where d is the distance from the
injector. This is practically fulfilled for d > 5λs , due to
the fast exponential decay of spin accumulation with d.
The spin signal is detected by the ferromagnetic detector
which is sensitive to the projection of spin accumulation
on its own magnetization direction. It measures the µs,y
component, which after Ref. 1, eq. II.239, reads:
µ0s,y exp( −αd
ωL τs d ωL τs
ωL τs d
λs )
(α cos
−
sin
)
µs,y (B, d) = p
2αλs
2α
2αλs
1 + (ωL τs )2
(2)
q √
2
1+ 1+(ωL τs )
√
where α =
and µ0s,y = ePi Iρλs /(2W ) is
2
the spin accumulation at the injector at B = 0, where e
is electronic charge, I is the injected current, Pi is the
polarization of injector, ρ is the resistivity of the channel
and W its width. The non-local spin resistance defined
as Rnl = Vnl /I is:
Rnl (B, L) = ±

Pi Pd ρ λ s
µs,y (B, L),
2W µ0s,y

(3)

where + refers to parallel and − to antiparallel alignment of injector/detector magnetization and Pd is the
polarization of the detector. Rnl (B, L) from Eq. 3 can
be implemented as a fitting function with unknown parameters: τs , λs , Pi Pd , and often one assumes the same
polarization for injector and detector Pi = Pd = P . All
three parameters can be independently extracted from
the fit of the experimental results.
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through the part of the device that is outside of the detection circuit. We base our analysis on graphene as a
channel material to reduce the spin transport description
to a 2D case. Moreover, in strips, where contacts cover
the whole width of the channel, the spin profile is uniform along the contact and the description can be further
reduced to 1D. We also exclude conductivity mismatch
effects and contact induced dephasing10,13 , as they can be
circumvented by setting a highly resistive tunnel barrier.
The device geometry and the four-terminal nonlocal measurement scheme considered here is presented in
Fig. 1a. The outer electrodes (current drain and reference
probe) are non-magnetic, therefore in a linear transport
regimes their specific location does not matter14 . The
injected spins are oriented in-plane following the magnetization direction of the ferromagnetic injector along the
y-axis. When one applies a perpendicular magnetic field
B = Bz the spins start a precession in the x − y plane.
In the steady state these processes can be described by
the one-dimensional Bloch equation for µs = (µs,x , µs,y ):
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FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) Scheme of the device geometry and
non-local transport measurement, with 2 ferromagnetic inner electrodes and 2 non-magnetic outer electrodes. The dashed lines indicate few possible trajectories for the spin, for which d = L, L + 2l1 , L + 2l2 .
All the contacts are higly resistive and do not induce spin relaxation. (b) Numerical evaluation of
µs,y along the spin channel for 3 different device
lengths at B=0. (c) Amplitude of ΣRnl from Eq. 5
as a function of channel extension l1 = l2 = l.
(d) Normalized ΣRnl for different ldev and constant
L = 0.1λs . Following the arrow direction are curves
for ldev /λs = {0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 10}. Only the last
one can be properly fitted with the standard Hanle
formula from Eq. 3.

III. ANALYTIC AND NUMERICAL MODEL OF
HANLE EFFECT FOR CONFINED CHANNEL

In a device where the channel length is comparable to
λs the assumption of vanishing spin relaxation at the device edges is not fulfilled. There are 3 relevant lengths
for the problem: spacing between injector and detector
L, and distances from the injector to the channel ends:
l1 and L+l2 , where ldev = L+l1 +l2 , see Fig. 1a. We can
view the randomly diffusing spins as being reflected back
from the channel ends, see Fig. 1a. We assume that the
reflection from the device edges do not induce extra spin
dephasing. In this situation the electrochemical potential µs at the detector, d = L, will interfere, either constructively or destructively, with the potential created by
reflected spins, each effectively traveling larger distances.
The resulting signal is the sum over all combinations of
trajectories, which pass from d = 0 to d = L, namely
L, L + 2l1 , L + 2l2 , L + 2l1 + 2l2 , L + 2ldev , .... The resulting potential Σµs and non-local resistance ΣRnl then
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where the integer n > 0 counts the passes of spin back
and forth through the channel. As µs,y from Eq. 2 decays exponentially with d/λs , one can terminate the sum
for trajectories > 5λs . The error of such approximation is less than 1%. One should note that we obtain
the same signal when we mirror the device geometry
ΣRnl (B, L, l1 , l2 ) = ΣRnl (B, L, l2 , l1 ). A special case is a
semi-infinite device for which only n = 0 terms in Eq. 4
are relevant giving ΣRnl (B, L, 0, ∞) = 2Rnl (B, L). The
signal is twice bigger than for the channel extending to
infinity on both sides.
Alternatively one can define the problem on a discrete
grid and solve Eq. 1 numerically. For that we use a finite
element software (COMSOL Multiphysics). We define
spin-dependent electrochemical potential as variables µ↑ ,
µ↓ in x − y space, and link them only by spin relaxation.
For details see Ref. 15,16. Then, we solve Eq. 1 at various
perpendicular magnetic fields B and various channel geometries L, l1 , l2 . All presented results are evaluated using typical spin properties for graphene: Ds = 0.02 m2 /s,
τs = 200 ps, λs = 2 µm. We set the contact polarization
P = 20 %, channel resistivity ρ = 150 Ω and tunnel barrier resistivity (ρt = 10 Ω/m) to avoid the conductivity
mismatch problem.
In Fig. 1b we present the numerical evaluation of spin
chemical potential µs,y across the device for 3 different channel lengths. We can directly see that the presence of the channel ends at distances comparable to
λs suppresses the exponential decay and amplifies the
magnitude of µs,y . The numerical model gives exactly
the same Hanle precession curves as the standard analytic formula in Eq. 3 only for a very long channel
strip where l1 , l2  λs . However, when reducing l1 , l2 ,
the obtained curves change both in magnitude and lineshape such that they cannot be fitted by Eq. 3. Instead, there is an excellent agreement in magnitude and
in lineshape with the analytic sum of Hanle contributions
ΣRnl (B, L, l1 , l2 ) from Eq. 5, where as a cutoff criterion
we take 2nldev & 5λs . We examined these agreement for
various geometries (l1 = l2 , l1 6= l2 ) and for various spin
properties: λs = {2, 4 µm}, see Appendix. A, each time
recovering the general scaling of the problem with λs .
As the analytic formula is easier to implement all the
following results are evaluated using the expression for
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FIG. 2: (Color online) (a) Dsfit (b) τsfit and (c) λfit
s extracted
from fitting of ΣRnl (B, L, l, l) with Rnl (B, L) from
Eq. 3 for two different cases: L = 0.1λs (upper) and
L = 1λs (lower). The fitted coefficients are normalized by the true spin properties of the channel.

ΣRnl . To reduce the parameter space we vary the channel length evenly on both sides such that l1 = l2 = l.
With the increase of ldev the amplitude of the spin signal drastically decreases (see Fig. 1c) and asymptotically
tends to the value for an infinite device. To observe that
not only the magnitude of the signal but also its dependence on B changes in Fig. 1d we plot normalized Hanle
curves for different ldev while keeping the same L. The
differences in Hanle lineshape are most apparent when
L < λs and ldev . λs as the contribution of reflection
from the channel ends increases with confinement.
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reads:

COMPARISON BETWEEN STANDARD
AND EXTENDED HANLE FORMULA

Next, we analyze the discrepancy between true and extracted spin coefficients when enforcing a standard Hanle
fit Rnl using Eq. 3 to the signal from a device of finite
length properly described by the sum ΣRnl from Eq. 5.
The accuracy of the fit depends on L and l and their relation to λs . We first construct Hanle lineshapes of the
form ΣRnl (B, L, l, l) for different geometries (L, l) and individually fit them using the Rnl from Eq.3. The fitting
uses the least squares method for magnetic field range of
(-0.4, 0.4)T and the extracted coefficients Dsfit , τsfit and
λfit
s are collected irrespective of the visual discrepancy
between the ΣRnl and the fitting curve. In Fig. 2 we
present the ratio between true and extracted spin properties for two cases: L = 0.1λs and L = 1λs . For large l
the spin coefficients Dsfit , τsfit and λfit
s converge to the true
spin properties of the channel Ds , τs , λs . However for
l < 3λs there is a strong modulation of the extracted
coefficients due to the interference mechanism between
spins multireflected from the channel ends. The maximum discrepancy in τsfit , irrespective of the L/λs ratio,
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V.

THE LIMIT OF 0D TRANSPORT

When ldev  λs , the spin chemical potential distributes evenly along the channel due to the spin backflow/multireflection and reduces the process of diffusion.
Without diffusion one enters a 0-dimensional transport
regime, a case more familiar in optical spin polarization
experiments in semiconductors17 and three-terminal (3T)
Hanle precession measurements18 . The 0D steady state
behavior is described by a linear equation with only relaxation and precession term19 :
µs
= ωL × µs
τs
and its solution is the Lorentzian function:

(6)
µs,y =

µ0s,y
1+(ωL τs )2 .

In Appendix B we verify the correlation between the Lorentzian dependence and ΣRnl from Eq. 5
for a strongly confined channel.
In Fig. 3a we present a comparison between the Hanle
signal for confined channel ΣRnl (B, 0.1λs , 0, 0) and its
Lorentzian fit. There is a very good agreement in lineshape between these two curves although their amplitudes are different, see Appendix B. In experimental situations, however, only the lineshape, which determines
the τs , is relevant. Next we perform the same Lorentzian
fitting for different ΣRnl (B, L, l, l), where L < λs , to establish the geometrical range where the quasi-Lorentzian
dependence still holds and gives a good estimation of τs ,
see Fig. 3b. Indeed for ldev < λs and L . λs /4 there is a
good agreement between the true τs and τsfit . Therefore
the transport in that range can be considered as zerodimensional.
Note that the 0D transport description does not apply
to the 3T Hanle measurements in devices with long spin
channel and narrow injecting contact. In such a case
diffusion from the injector plays a role and Eq. 2 with
d = 0 should be used in the fitting procedure instead of
the Lorentzian function. The 3T resistance then reads:
q
Pi Pd ρλs
R3T (B) = ± √
2 2W

p
1 + 1 + (ωL τs )2
p
.
1 + (ωL τs )2

(7)
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appears for l ' λs . In this range and for L = 0.1λs , τsfit
gets overestimated by more than a factor of 2, but the
corresponding discrepancy for Dsfit is about 70% smaller.
Increasing the ratio of L/λs improves the accuracy of
the fit, because the contribution from the reflected spins
vanishes. Dsfit tends to zero when L, l  λs , which is the
case for a strongly confined structure. Further we show
that in this range the spin transport is zero-dimensional,
with a characteristic Lorentzian dependence.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Sum of Hanle signals
ΣRnl (B, 0.1λs , 0, 0) for the confined spin channel and its least square fit to the Lorentzian curves.
For the Lorentzian fit τsfit ' τs , whereas τsfit ' 2τs
when standard Hanle fit from Eq. 3 is used. (b) The
τsfit extracted from Lorentzian fit of ΣRnl for L < λs ,
normalized by the true τs of the channel.

VI.

INTERPRETATION OF THE SPIN
TRANSPORT MEASUREMENTS

The finite length of the spin channel largely affects the
magnitude of the spin accumulation, Hanle precession
lineshape and the extracted fitting coefficients. From the
above analysis we find that in the case of tunneling contacts, when injector/detector are located far from the
channel ends, or l1 , l2 > 3λs , we can apply (even for
L . 0.1λs ) the standard Hanle formula from Eq. 3 for
1D spin transport system. For the case when L < 0.25λs
and ldev . λs we can use a zero-dimensional description
with Lorentzian formula and extract τs with less than
15% discrepancy. For all the ranges in between the error in extracted coefficients largely depends on specific
lengths of L, l1 , l2 in relation to λs and one needs to use
ΣRnl from Eq. 5 as a fitting function. In practice the spin
coefficients extracted from standard Hanle fitting using
Eq. 3 can be applied for a crude approximation of the
true spin coefficients, and when the device geometry in
relation to extracted λs requires, one should repeat the
fit with few additional Hanle terms in Eq. 5, keeping the
same Ds , τs , P for all of them.
It is important to note that using the presented Hanle
lineshape analysis one can also investigate how the reflection from the edges and channel ends affects the spin
interference pattern and determine the validity of the assumption about non-dephasing edges7,20,21 .

VII.

CONCLUSIONS

We discuss how a finite length of the spin channel leads
to a spin confinement and spin interference, affecting two
characteristics of the spin transport, namely spin accumulation and Hanle precession lineshape. To properly
account for these geometrical effects we extend the standard Hanle formula, which depends only on the distance
between injector/detector L, into a sum of Hanle func-
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Appendix A: Analytic versus numerical Hanle signal
in finite device.

Here we compare the Hanle signal obtained from finiteelement simulation of spin transport in COMSOL16 ,
where the device geometry is set explicitly, with the introduced analytic summation formula ΣRnl (B, L, l1 , l2 )
after Eq. 5 in main text. We truncate the sum in Eq. 5
using the criterion d > 5λs as in the main text. The
channel electronic and spin properties in both numerical and analytic cases are set the same and the noninvasive nature of contacts in COMSOL is assured by
placing highly resistive tunneling barrier between contact
and the channel. We examine the agreement for various
geometries: l1 = l2 , l1 6= l2 , and for various spin properties: λs = {2, 4 µm} and always obtain an excellent
matching both in the magnitude and in the lineshape of
Hanle signal. In Fig. 4a and 4b we present two examples
of such an agreement for the cases of symmetrically and
asymmetrically spaced contacts from the channel ends,
where L = 0.1λs and graphene length ldev = l1 + L + l2 is
the same. For reference we also plot the standard Hanle
signal for infinite channel length, Rnl (B, L) after Eq. 3,
which, what is also shown in the main text, does not
agree neither in amplitude nor in lineshape to the signal
for a confined channel.
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tions, which depends also on distances to the channel
ends l1 , l2 . We confirm this model numerically by solving the spin Bloch equation on a finite device geometry.
Further we analyze the discrepancy one gets when fitting
the signal from a confined channel by the standard Hanle
formula derived for infinite channel length. The error in
extracted τsfit can be more than 2-fold when the device
length is comparable to λs and L . 0.1λs . In the regime
of very short spin channel the spin diffusion is strongly
reduced and zero-dimensional spin transport dominates.
We present how the proposed sum of Hanle curves reflects
this transition and show the conditions when a fit to the
zero-dimensional Lorentzian lineshape yields an accurate
spin lifetime.
This work provides an useful insight into the interference effects in finite-size devices in Hanle precession and
into the transition between 1D and 0D spin transport.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Comparison between numerical and
two analytic expressions for Hanle effect: Rnl (B, L)
from Eq. 3 and ΣRnl (B, L, l1 , l2 ) from Eq. 5 in main
text. (a) Case when the injector-detector are spaced
symmetrically from the channel ends l1 = l2 . (b)
Case when the injector-detector are located asymmetrically from the channel ends l1 6= l2 . The spin
properties of the channel are: Ds = 0.02 m2 /s,
τs = 200 ps, λs = 2 µm, Pi = Pd = 0.2, ρ = 150 Ω.

Appendix B: Transition from Hanle to Lorentzian
dependence in strongly confined systems

In 0D case there is no diffusion of spins and spin dynamics reduces to a linear equation with only relaxation
and precession term of which solution is the Lorentzian
µ0

function: µs,x = 1+(ωs,x
2 . The very same Lorentzian
L τs )
dependence is obtained for the three-terminal (3T) spin
transport measurements18 , when the size of the injecting contact is much larger than λs and all reflection effects from the device ends can be ignored. In 3T the
injecting contact is at the same time a voltage probe
so that the measured signal can be viewed as sum of
standard Hanle signals from Eq. 2 for L equal all possible distances between injection and detection points
within the contact. The continuous nature of the contact makes L also a continuous variable
and the sum of
R∞
Hanle signals forms an integral 0 µs,y (B, x)dx. Using
R∞
the fact that 0 exp(−ax) cos (bx)dx = a/(a2 + b2 ) and
R∞
exp(−ax) sin (bx)dx = b/(a2 + b2 ) one can show that:
0
∞
X

L/λs →0

µs,y (B, nL) −−−−−→

n=0

Z

∞

µs,y (B, xλs )dx =
0

µ0s,x
.
1 + (ωL τs )2

(B1)

Unlike for the 3T case, we consider in our work
a device which has narrow contacts, but in addition
the channel length is also very small, ldev < λs leading to strong spin confinement. The expression for
Σµs,y (B, L, l1 , l2 ) from Eq. 4 is very similar to the discretized version of Eq. B1, when L, l1 , l2  λs . However,
there are some subtle differences. For example in the
case of Σµs,y (B, L, 0, 0) = 4µs,y (B, L) + 4µs,y (B, 3L) +
µs,y (B, 5L)+..., the sum contains only contributions from
odd terms of L while the Lorentzian sum from Eq. B1
contains both odd and even terms L, e.g. µs,y (B, L) +

6
µs,y (B, 2L) + µs,y (B, 3L) + µs,y (B, 4L) + µs,y (B, 5L)....
In numerical integration we can approximate these
missing terms by the preceding terms, µs,y (B, (2n +
1)L) ≈ µs,y (B, 2nL), so the sum Σµs,y (B, L, 0, 0) will
be twice bigger than the corresponding Lorentzian sum,
Eq. B1, but the characteristic lineshape will be pre-
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